
Chapter 7
A New Music for a New Era

____________________________________________________________________
(1) 7-12, C/U
Pages 87-89
The Rip Van Winkle Syndrome

Like Rip Van Winkle, the young man who, as the folk tale goes, slept for two
hundred years outside a small village along the Hudson River, awakening generations
later to changes in all that had been familiar to him, the author describes his
perspective on musical and cultural changes in Bulgaria, from his first visit in 1969,
to visits in the 1970s and 1980s, and again between 1989 and 2000.  

1. As a class/group, discuss the changes that came to the musical culture of Bulgaria
between 1989 and 2000 in view of political transformations there (including the fall
of communism and the rise of free enterprise and a capitalist economy).  Some of the
points to consider are: 
(a) The decline of state support for the arts due to the changes in ideological beliefs.
(b) The abandonment of professional folk ensembles in provincial towns, as

musicians and dancers sought jobs unrelated to music in the new private
economy.

(c) The demise of wedding music, as people began to spend their savings on recently
available clothing and cars over gala parties to symbolize their wealth and status.

(d) Renewed interest in music for ritual and religious celebrations, which had been
banned by the communist government.

2. As a class/group, examine the changes that have come to music in your community
or across the nation over a ten-year period.  Which music is supported through
governmental agencies, and which music has private support through foundations or
consumers?  How has the musical sound changed? The instrumentation? The act of
performance?  What has influenced these changes?  Interview musicians who have
been on the scene to share their views, and compare those views with the analyses of
scholars and critics.
_____________________________________________________________________
(2) AA
CD Track 32
Instrumental kyuchek

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Clarinet, electric bass, drum
set, synthesizer.  Notice the ornamental nature of the clarinet playing as it plays in the
lower and higher ends of its range.

2. Pat the rhythmic ostinato, the Gypsy kyuchek rhythm, played by the drum and
electric bass first without and then without the recording:  /.  /   /   /  (dotted eighth,
sixteenth, two eighth notes).  Step this ostinato rhythm.



3. Clarify that this is the new popfolk or chalga music that has dominated the market
with sales of more that 80% of the recordings produced.  Listen for the Gypsy flavor,
a quality once frowned upon the Bulgarian government but now embraced by the
majority of the population who hear it in clubs and on radio and TV.
_____________________________________________________________________
(3) AA
Pages 91-92
Building Blocks

The Gypsy kyuchek rhythm, and other notable rhythms, are said to be the building
blocks of popfolk music.  Play these building-block rhythms, find them in CD tracks
32-36 and 38, and experiment with using them using improvisation.
_____________________________________________________________________
(4) AA
CD Track 33
“Every wonder for three days”, by Boika Dangova.

1. Play selection.  Ask: “What gives it its old-Bulgarian and new Bulgarian popfolk
sound?”  Answer:  Old: Opening gaida descending-fifth flourish, ornamented vocal
melody, Phrygian mode.  New: Kyuchek rhythm, drum kit, electric guitar, electric
bass, synthesizer.

2. Sing the Phrygian scale degrees on which the melody is based.  Play it as an e-to-e
white-note scale on the keyboard.

3. Play selection. Play the kyuchek rhythm on drums.

_____________________________________________________________________
(5) AA
CD Track 34
Popfolk song, “Black Kolyo sat”, by Extra Nina

1. Play selection. Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: synthesizer, drum set (with bass
drum and high hat), and the voice of a female singer.

2. Pat the prominent drum-beat.  Put the drum-beat into a foot-tapping movement, and
pat or clap the metallic high-hat syncopated sound that occurs between every drum-
beat.

3. Listen to the singer, and while patting or conducting the beat, notice how she
begins each vocal phrase after the first beat (but not on it). 

4. The song’s story, as depicted on a made-for-TV video, is of an old man spending
his money freely in a tavern (and his lecherous behavior toward two women), with a
cut to a recent scene of similar behavior.  Its message is that male behavior toward



women has not changed, but that the women can outsmart the man (a traditional
theme of Bulgarian songs).
_____________________________________________________________________
(6) AA
CD Track 35
Popfolk song, “Zet Zavryan”, by Ruslan Mŭinov. 

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Synthesizer, drum kit,
clarinets, tambouras, electric bass.  Discuss whether this sound could be considered
“Balkan” but not necessarily Bulgarian, and why.

2. Discuss the meaning of “zavryan zet”, a son-in-law who lives in the home of his
wife’s parents, and how this arrangement goes against the tradition of young married
living in the home of the husband’s parents. How does the music seem to poke fun at
this out-of-order lifestyle?

3. Try to pat or play the duple-meter kyuchek rhythm while listening.

4. Discuss changes in song lyrics as a result of social changes in post-communist
Bulgaria.  See text pages 93-94.

(7) C/U
Page 97
Dance Club Trip

Read the particular description of the author’s visit to a dance club in Bulgaria.  What
strikes you as similar to dance clubs you know?  How is Fajtona (the dance club)
different?  As an independent project, write a particular description of a dance club,
with attention to details of the décor of the space, employees and visitors, and the
music and musicians that give the club its focus and flavor and how you personally
related to the scene at the club.
_____________________________________________________________________

(8) C/U
Pages 98-101
The Popfolk Phenomenon

Read and discuss the manner in which the phenomenon of popfolk or chalga music is
both an artistic endeavor as well as a political statement.  Review the issues regarding
popfolk’s challenge to the communist government’s support (and even the pre-
communist, pre-1945 position) of Bulgarian music and dance as expressive of a
national identity.  Describe the four points in the text, and consider the perspectives of
older and younger generations to them.
_____________________________________________________________________



(9) AA
CD Track 37
Popfolk song, “Do Chikako” performed by Ku-ku Bend.

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Piano in harmonic ostinato
rhythm, violins in harmony, flute in countermelody, male voice (at 1’09”); trumpet
(at 2’20”), guitar (at 2’27”).

2. Pat the constant ostinato rhythm, and compare the tango rhythm to the kyuchek
rhythm on other CD tracks.  Play the kyuchek in a simple piano-chordal
accompaniment that plays upon the bass-and-chord texture. Try with any chord: C
major, a minor, F major, e minor, as the point is to try out the texture.

3. Dance the tango to this piece, OR create your own dance, with different movement
patterns for parts A and B.

4. Note that this was the theme song for the film, “The Scent of a Woman”, which
played during Al Pacino’s tango.   Rent the video!
_____________________________________________________________________
(10) AA
CD Track 38
Popfolk instrumental, “I nazad” performed by Ku-ku Bend.

1. Play selection.  Ask “How does this compare to CD Track 37?  Answer: Same
melody, similar bass-and-chord accompaniment, but different instrumentations and
different meters.

2. Clap, tap, pat, and step in place the 2+2+2+3 beats.

3. Create an original dance to move to while listening to this piece.  Consider a closed
or open circle formation, with hands held, and with bodies facing in or to the right.
Be careful to keep the 9-pulse kyuchek rhythm.
_____________________________________________________________________

(11) AA
Bulgarians Living Locally

Locate individuals living locally who were born and raised in Bulgaria, and who
might be willing to visit a classroom to share memories of their mother country, or to
sing a song, play an instrument, lead a dance, tell a traditional story, play recordings
or videotapes of Bulgarian music and culture.  Do this by contacting a Bulgarian
orthodox church (try also Russian, Greek, and “Eastern” orthodox churches) or
Bulgarian (or South Slavic) restaurant, which may be able to connect you with these
individuals.  Engage in questions that refer to the changes and traditions regarding
Bulgarian music, its values, and its functions to the individual when living in Bulgaria
and as a U.S. resident.


